Near the close of the 1993-94 season, Maine was required to forfeit 14 games due to the use of a player deemed ineligible. For continuity purposes, all other statistics reflect team and player performance prior to the forfeiture of those games.

HOCKEY EAST LEADERS

Points:
1. Mike Pomichter - BU 33
2. Rich Brennan - BU 31
3. Jacques Joubert - BU 31
4. J.F. Aube - NU 27
5. Ian Hebert - UML 27
6. Jay Pandolfo - BU 27
7. Chad Quenneville - PC 27

Goals:
1. J.F. Aube - NU 18
2. Mike Pomichter - BU 16
3. Chad Quenneville - PC 16
4. Jacques Joubert - BU 14
5. Greg Bullock - UML 11
6. Jay Pandolfo - BU 11
7. Other All-Americans: J.P. McKersie (BU, G), Mike Pomichter (BU, F) and Chad Quenneville (PC, F)

Goals Against Average:
1. Derek Herlofsky - BU 2.27
2. J.P. McKersie - BU 2.58
3. Dwayne Roloson - UML 2.99
4. Blair Allison - ME 3.17
5. Trent Cavicchi - UNH 3.24

Save Percentage:
1. Derek Herlofsky - BU .915
2. J.P. McKersie - BU .906
3. Dwayne Roloson - UML .904
4. Trent Cavicchi - UNH .891
5. Greg Taylor - BC .891

HOCKEY EAST ALL-STARS

First Team Position Second Team
Dwayne Roloson - UML * G Derek Herlofsky - BU
Rich Brennan - BU * D Scott Malone - UNH
Francois Bouchard - NU D Michael Spalla - BC
Shane Henry - UML * F J.F. Aube - NU
Jacques Joubert - BU * F Greg Bullock - UML
Mike Taylor - NU F Mike Latendresse - ME

HOCKEY EAST ALL-ROOKIE TEAM

Goalie: Greg Taylor, Boston College
Defenseman: John Jakopin, Merrimack
Defenseman: Tim Murray, New Hampshire
Forward: Shawn Bates, Boston University
Forward: Eric Boguniecki, New Hampshire
Forward: Greg Bullock, UMass Lowell

NCAA TOURNAMENT

First Round
New Hampshire 2, RPI 0
UMass Lowell 4, Michigan State 3
Lake Superior State 6, Northeastern 5 (OT)

Quarterfinals
Boston University 4, Wisconsin 1
Harvard 7, New Hampshire 1
Minnesota 2, UMass Lowell 1 (2OT)

Semifinals
Boston University 4, Minnesota 1

Championship
Lake Superior State 9, Boston University 1